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Abstract 

The main focus of this work is the optimization of a thermoacoustic plate stack in a standing-

wave thermoacoustic refrigerator using genetic algorithm. A numerical model of the 

thermoacoustic stack and its iterative solving process are firstly presented. A comparison to 

DeltaEC modelling shows that the presented method is effective in predicting the acoustic 

field and the energy flow. Based on the numerical model, the stack is optimized in terms of 

four and five variables for both single objective and multiple objectives. In the four-variable 

models, the length and position of the stack, the plate spacing and the stack porosity are 

investigated. In the five-variable model, the acoustic frequency is considered additionally. In 

the single-objective optimization, the objective function is either the cooling power or the 

coefficient of performance of the stack, and the multi-objective model has two objective 
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functions, namely, the coefficient of performance of the stack and the cooling power. For the 

optimization, genetic algorithm hybridized by pattern search and implemented in Matlab is 

adopted. The optimal values of the stack length and the stack position, obtained from the 

single-objective optimization, agree with those in the published work. The extended multi-

objective models present the Pareto optimal, which provides more design choices depending 

on the preference. 

Nomenclature   

P,p Pressure (Pa)  3.1415926… (-) 

U volumetric flow rate (m3-s)  Density(kg/m3) 

T Temperature (K) 降 angular frequency (s-1) 茎岌  total power (W) 紘 ratio of specific heat of gas (-) 継岌  acoustic power (W) 購 Prandtl number of gas (-) 

COPs coefficient of performance of the stack(-)  Vicosity (kg/m.s) 

i imaginary unit (-) 絞賃┸程 Thermal,viscous penetration depth 
(m) 

A Area  (m2) 綱鎚 Correction factor for solid heat 
capacity (-) 

Dr driving ratio (-) La Spacing of stack=2rh/k (-) 

Br porosity or blockage ratio of the stack (-) Subscripts つ継岌  Consumed acoustic power (W) n normalized value 

x Position (m) 1 first order acoustic variable 

Re[] Real part of  (-) 2 Second order acoustic variable 

| | Magnitude of complex number  (-) s stack 

 wave length (m) m mean value 

rh Hydraulic radius (m) c centre 

a speed of sound (m-1s) ref reference parameter 

L Length (m) a Ambient end 

~ Complex conjugate (-) c Cold end 

f Frequency (Hz) gas About gas 血汀 averaged thermal functions (-)   血程 averaged viscous functions (-)   

k Thermal conductivity(W/mK)   
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1. Introduction 

Thermoacoustic refrigeration is an important application of thermoacoustic phenomenon, 

which is a kind of solid-fluid interaction that can facilitate heat pumping effect in working 

fluids. The thermoacoustic theory was not established until 1980s in a series of work by 

Rott[1]. Further insights into thermoacoustic theory were provided by Xiao[2] and Swift[3]. 

Thermoacoustic refrigerators operate based on the fundamental principle where the acoustical 

work is used to pump heat from a low temperature reservoir to a high temperature one. The 

first successful thermoacoustic refrigerator was developed by Hofler[4] in 1986. Since then, 

the thermoacoustic cooling technology has been considered a promising alternative to 

conventional ones. However, the existing thermoacoustic systems are generally characterized 

by their low performances[5], which restrict their further developments and commercial 

applications[6]. 

Another area of applications of thermoacoustic effect is thermoacoustic engines (or prime 

movers), by which thermal energy is converted to acoustic energy[7],[10]-[11],[12].  

Both thermoacoustic engine and thermoacoustic refrigerator technologies still have many 

challenges to overcome for it to be more widely applied. At the centre of the challenges is an 

improved system efficiency. There have been many experimental and numerical 

investigations[13]-[29] on various aspects affecting the system performance at both component 

and system levels. 

Wetzel and Herman proposed an algorithm which serves as an easy-to-follow guideline for 

the design of thermoacoustic refrigerators[13]. Babaei and Siddiqui developed a similar way to 

design thermoacoustically-driven thermoacoustic refrigerators[14]. Piccolo presented a 

simplified computational method based on second law analysis to optimize the 

thermoacosutic refrigerator[15]. 
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Chen et al investigated the performance of an atmospheric pressure thermoacoustic cooling 

system by varying its operating frequency and obtained the optimal frequency range[16]. The 

effects of working fluids and operating conditions, including temperature gradient in stacks, 

Prandtl number (Pr), driving ratio (Dr), and mean pressure (pm), on the performance of 

thermoacoustic refrigerators were examined numerically[17]-[20]. The effects of the stack 

position, length, plate spacing and thickness on the performance of thermoacoustic 

refrigerators were also scrutinized[18],[21]-[24]. Zolpakar et al used multi-objective genetic 

algorithm to search for the optimum of four variables, which are the length and position of a 

stack, the blockage ratio and the driving ratio[26]. DeltaEC, the numerical tool developed by 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, is particularly useful to help users to design thermoacoustic 

apparatuses to achieve desired performance with a good level of accuracy for low-amplitude 

thermoacoustic systems[27]. Computational Fluid Dynamics is a potentially very useful tool to 

investigate thermoacoustic devices as demonstrated[28]-[29]. 

Optimization is one of the effective approaches to improve the performance of thermoacoutic 

refrigerators. For the thermoacoustic effects that take place in stacks, most of the 

optimization studies were done on the stacks[21]-[24],[26],[30]-[32]. Most of the past experimental 

investigations were carried out in limited ranges of parameters and numerical optimization 

schemes were often constrained by the discrete variations of parameters to be optimized to 

achieve individual objectives[13]-[16],[18]-[21],[24]. The outcome, therefore, could often be a local 

minimum/maximum. In order to find global optimum, various intelligent algorithms, 

including genetic algorithm[23], particle swarm  method[31], machine learning[32] and teaching-

learning-based optimization algorithm[30] have been applied to optimize the performance of 

the stack. Among all these attempts, the objective functions are all evaluated using the short-

stack boundary layer approximation, which can be overly simple for practical design and can 

introduce errors to some degree to the optimum parameters. Nevertheless, attempts have been 
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made to combine DeltaEC with response surface method (RSM) to investigate the effect of 

the position and length of stacks on refrigerator performance[30], albeit it is undeniable that 

there would be some error when the objective function is approximated by the response 

surface. 

In this work, we developed a new approach for the modelling and optimization of a simple 

thermoacoustic refrigerator (TAR), more specifically, a thermoacoustic stack. We apply 

iterative solution to the weakly nonlinear thermoacoustic model[1]-[3], which better represents 

the underlying thermoacoustic effect than the short-stack approximation, and then integrate it 

with the optimization process based on genetic algorithm. The coupled numerical scheme is 

then used to optimize the parallel-plate stack in a standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator. 

The genetic algorithm is applied to simultaneously optimize the position of the stack in the 

resonator, the stack length, the plate spacing, and the porosity of the stack, as well as the 

operating frequency, while the cooling power and the coefficient of performance are chosen 

to be the objective functions. Heat exchangers are known to significantly contribute to 

reduced system performance. Due to their complex interactions with stacks in terms of both 

flow and heat transfer, they are neglected here in order to reduce the total number of 

independent variables for optimization. 

2. Description of thermoacoustic models 

Refs.[1]-[3] give a simplified thermoacoustic model, which have over 18 independent 

parameters that could affect the performance of a thermoacoustic system. The number of 

independent parameters can be reduced through normalization. Table 1 lists some of the 

independent parameters, and also in the table are the reference parameters represented by the 

subscript ref. Note that the reference frequency may not necessarily be the operating 

frequency. 
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Table 1 Normalization of Parameters 

Independent parameters Normalizing parameters 

Length and position  Lref = ref/2where ref  is the wave length 
Penetration depth yref = rh 

Pressure amplitude Pref = Pm 

Temperature difference  Tref = Ta 

Area Aref = Gas cross-section area at the ambient temperature end 

Velocity aref = the speed of sound 

Power Wref = Prefaref Aref 

Frequency ref = aref/Lref 

After normalization, the thermoacoustics model presented in [1]-[3] can be expressed as 

follows: 

 鳥椎迭韮鳥掴韮 噺 貸沈廷摘韮岫怠貸捗盃岻凋韮 腸迭韮脹尿韮,                                                                                        (1) 

         鳥腸迭韮鳥掴韮 噺 貸沈摘韮凋韮廷 峙な 髪 岫廷貸怠岻捗排怠袋悌濡 峩 喧怠┸津 髪 捗排貸捗盃岫怠貸捗盃岻岫怠貸蹄岻岫怠袋悌濡岻 腸迭韮脹尿韮 鳥脹尿韮鳥掴韮 ,                        (2) 

 鳥脹尿韮鳥掴韮 噺 張岌 鉄韮貸迭鉄眺勅釆椎迭韮腸迭韮葺 磐怠貸 肉排貼肉盃葺盤迭貼肉盃葺 匪岫迭甜配岻岫迭甜芭濡岻卑挽婆鉄岫婆貼迭岻岫迭貼配岻】迭貼肉盃】鉄彫陳釆捗盃葺袋盤肉排貼肉盃葺 匪岫迭甜芭濡肉盃 肉排エ 岻岫迭甜芭濡岻岫迭甜配岻 挽 】南迭韮】鉄狽韮豚韮畷尿韮貸 畷認賑肉入認賑肉薙認賑肉鍋認賑肉尼認賑肉岫凋韮賃韮袋凋濡韮賃濡韮岻.    (3) 

                茎岌態津 噺 怠態 迎結 釆喧怠津戟怠津葺 磐な 伐 捗排貸捗盃葺盤怠貸捗盃葺匪岫怠袋蹄岻岫怠袋悌濡岻卑挽    
                            髪 廷態岫廷貸怠岻岫怠貸蹄岻】怠貸捗盃】鉄 荊兼 峙血程風 髪 盤捗排貸捗盃葺匪岫怠袋悌濡捗盃 捗排エ 岻岫怠袋悌濡岻岫怠袋蹄岻 峩 】腸迭韮】鉄摘韮凋韮脹尿韮 鳥脹尿韮鳥掴韮   

    伐 脹認賑肉賃認賑肉挑認賑肉牒認賑肉銚認賑肉 岫畦津倦津 髪 畦鎚津倦鎚津岻 鳥脹尿韮鳥掴韮                                                         (4) 

継岌態┸津 噺 怠態 迎結範喧怠津戟怠津葺 飯                                                                                (5) 

The consumed acoustic power in the stack can be defined as  

つ継岌態┸津 噺 継岌態┸津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻 伐 継岌態┸津岫捲頂津 髪 ど┻の詣鎚津岻┻                                  (6) 

Then the stack (COPs)[13] is defined as 系頚鶏嫌 噺 寵墜墜鎮沈津直 牒墜栂勅追寵墜津鎚通陳勅鳥 牒墜栂勅追 噺 】張岌 鉄韮】貸弁帳岌鉄┸韮岫掴迩韮袋待┻泰挑濡韮岻弁弁綻帳岌鉄┸韮弁                               (7) 
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With acoustic approximation and assuming standing-wave phasing between pressure and 

velocity, the velocity and pressure can be expressed as[14],[18] 

喧怠津 噺 経堅 潔剣嫌岫降津捲津岻┸   戟怠津 噺 伐 辿帖追廷 嫌件券岫降津捲津岻┻                                       (8) 

In the short-stack approximation, the total power and the acoustic power (consumed or 

produced) in the stack are expressed as follows[3], [14] 

茎岌態津 蛤 怠腿廷 絞汀津経堅態 鎚沈津岫態掴迩韮岻岫怠袋蹄岻壇 峙ち 怠袋ヂ蹄袋蹄怠袋ヂ蹄 伐 盤な 髪 ヂ購 伐 絞程津匪峩                             (9) 

つ継岌態┸津 蛤 弟入韮帖追鉄挑濡韮喋追替廷 釆岫紘 伐 な岻潔剣嫌態岫捲頂津岻 磐 箪盤怠袋ヂ蹄匪壇 伐 な卑 伐 鎚沈津鉄岫掴迩韮岻ヂ蹄喋追鉄壇 挽           (10) 

where  の 噺 な 伐 げ程 堅朕エ 髪 げ程態 に堅朕態エ .  The normalized temperature gradient ち is expressed as[18] ち 噺 綻脹尿韮喋追岫廷貸怠岻挑濡韮頂墜痛岫掴迩韮岻  
3. Numerical Method 

This section will develop a coupled iterative process that integrates the calculation of acoustic 

field and power with an optimization algorithm to optimize the thermoacoustic refrigerator. 

3.1 Calculation of Acoustic Field and Power in Stacks 

For given stack geometries and working fluids, there are four variables, 喧怠津, 戟怠津, 劇陳津 and 茎岌態津  in the thermoacoustic equations (1)-(3). Assume the outer walls of the resonator are 

adiabatic, so the working media in the stack will have no heat exchange with the external 

reservoir. Then in the stack we have 

張岌 鉄韮鳥掴 噺 ど  or 茎岌態津 噺 潔剣券嫌建                                                  (11) 

Equations (1)-(3) and (11) together form a differential system that will be closed under 

suitable boundary conditions. Standing-wave phasing is assumed between the pressure and 

the velocity in the resonator and the effect of heat exchanger on the acoustic field negligible. 

We have the following boundary conditions on the left end of the stack: 
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                    喧怠津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻 噺 経堅 潔剣嫌盤降津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻匪,                               (12) 

                     戟怠津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻 噺 貸辿帖追廷喋追 嫌件券盤降津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻匪.                             (13) 

Additionally, the mean temperature should satisfy the following temperature boundary 

conditions 

                   劇陳津岫捲頂津 伐 ど┻の詣鎚津岻 噺 劇銚津,                                                              (14)  劇陳津岫捲頂津 髪 ど┻の詣鎚津岻 噺 劇頂津.                                                              (15) 

Then the above boundary conditions (12)-(15) close the system (1)-(3) and (11). However, 

this system is not a standard boundary value problem. Common approaches for differential 

systems, such as Runge-Kutta method, cannot be used directly. A different efficient 

algorithm is needed. 

 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of calculation of acoustic field in standing wave thermoacoustic stacks 

 

Since 茎岌態津 is constant in the stack, the above system can be treated as a standard boundary 

value problem, which includes equations (1)-(3) and (12)-(14), mixed with an algebra 

equation (11). One can iteratively search for 茎岌態津 such that the solutions to the system of 

YES 

NO 

YES 

Tmn(xcn+0.5Lsn)=Tcn 

End 

Initializing 
Parameters 

Solve Initial Problem (1) - 
(3) with (13) - (15) 

Guess H2n<0 

Decreasing the 
absolute of H2n 

Increasing the 
absolute of H2n 

Tmn(xcn+0.5Lsn)>Tcn 
NO 
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equations (1)-(3) and (12)-(14) satisfy the boundary condition (15). This iteration process is 

different from the shooting algorithm used in DeltaEC and can be illustrated using the flow 

chart given in Fig.1. 

3.2 Optimization of stacks 

For the design and operation of refrigerators, one may pursue a maximal cooling power for 

small scale devices, for instance[36]. Therefore, it is intuitive to select cooling power as the 

objective function. The single-objective optimal model hence has the objective as follows,  

警欠捲  岶系剣剣健件券訣 鶏剣拳結堅岼┻ 
From the effectiveness point of view, one expects the performance of the stack, in terms of 

coefficient of performance (COPs) for instance, to be as high as possible. This is particularly 

desirable for large scale devices[36].  So one may maximize the COPs, that is, 

警欠捲  岶系頚鶏嫌岼 
Moreover, one may expect to maximize the COPs and the cooling power simultaneously. 

Then the following multi-objective optimization can satisfy the goal. 

警欠捲  岶系頚鶏嫌┸ 系剣剣健件券訣 鶏剣拳結堅岼┻ 
As we know, COPs and the cooling power are usually conflicting with each other, which can 

be seen from Fig. 5 in Ref.[18]. In both simple- and multi-objective models given above, the 

objective functions will be evaluated using the algorithm presented in Section 3.1. In the 

investigation of the effects of the stack geometry and the driving condition on the efficiency 

and the cooling power, the variables include xcn, sLsn, Br, La = 2rh/k = 2kn and operating 

frequency (n).  

Next, the constraints on the variables need to be determined. Generally, stacks should be 

located between a pressure antinode and a pressure node, and the thermoacoustic effect is 
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strong near the pressure antinode. If the stack is too short, the cooling power will be very 

small[18] and the refrigeration could even be lost in the extreme. Furthermore, it has been 

shown that the COPs becomes highly sensitive to the stack length when 詣鎚津 隼 ど┻ひ, which is 

disadvantageous to the practical design[18]. Therefore the following constrains of the position 

and length of stack are being considered. 

捲頂津 伐 挑濡韮態 半 ど,     捲頂津 髪 挑濡韮態 判 訂態摘韮 

ど┻どひ 判 詣鎚津 判 講に 

It has also been pointed out that the stack should be separated by a distance between に絞賃 and ね絞賃 [5],[13]. So the range of stack spacing is set as 

な 判 詣欠 判 の 

As for the porosity, it should not be too small and doesn’t exceed 1. From a practical point of 

view, the range of porosity is set as ど┻の 判 稽堅 判 ど┻ひの 

There are few published works seen to have investigated the effect of operating frequency. 

This is partly due to the fact that the short-stack approximation model, which uses Eqs. (9)-

(10), is not explicitly related to the operating frequency. To have a compact resonator and a 

high power density, a high frequency is often preferred. It also results in possible reduction in 

acoustic power dissipation in the stack due to the decrease in the viscous penetration depth, 

although the resulted small stack spacing desirable poses a challenge to the fabrication of the 

stack. The small displacement amplitude as a result of a high operating frequency also 

increases the difficulty in installing efficient heat exchangers. An operating frequency (血) of 

400 Hz was chosen in the experimental investigation and optimization for standing-wave 

refrigerators[14],[18],[23]. Wetzel and Herman adopted the operating frequency of 325 Hz for the 

TALSR under examination[13]. In this work ref is set as 2×400 rad/s is chosen to enable a 
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comparison with the results in the literature. To investigate the effect of the operating 

frequency, the angular frequency is considered in the interval as follows: ど┻どな 判 ù津 判 な┻ぱ 

4. Validation 

4.1 A case study 

In order to validate the method described above and to demonstrate its advantage over the 

short-stack boundary layer approximation, a comparison is made between this method and 

the short-stack boundary layer approximation, as well as DeltaEC, for the following case[18]. 

Table 2 lists the operation parameters and the properties of the working fluid. 

 Table 2 Operating Parameters, Working Fluid Properties and Stack Material 

Operation Parameters Working Fluid Properties Stack Material 

pm=10bar Helium ks=0.16W/mK 

Ta=287.5K a=937.7 m/s s=10201kg/m3 

Tc=212.5K =0.68 Br=0.75 

Dr=0.02 =1.67 Ls=0.091302m 

f=400Hz k=0.1479 W/mK xc=0.0873m 

 =1.9369e-5 kg/ms Spacing    3.4896e-4 m 

When normalized, Lref is 0.39697m, and the normalized stack length and the position are Lsn 

= 0.23 and xcn = 0.22, respectively. Additionally, the spacing La = 3.0 and n = 1. 

Figure 2 shows the results of the non-dimensional H2n, E2n, COPs and cooling power 

calculated using the short-stack boundary layer approximation, our method and DeltaEC, 

respectively. The centre of the stack is fixed at 0.22 from the left end of the thermoacoustic 

refrigerator.  
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(a)                                                                                          (b)  

  

                                               (c)                                                                                 (d) 

  

                                                  (e)                                                                                    (f)  
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Fig.2 The comparison of this work with DeltaEC and the short-stack approximation shows the variations of (a) 

H2n , (b) E2n and (c) COPs as the stack length changes, and the variations of COPs and cooling power as a 

function of (d) spacing La, (e) porosity and  (f) operating frequency. 

Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) describe the variations of H2n, E2n and COPs, respectively, with 

the changing stack length. When the stack length, Lsn, is very small, the short stack will lead 

to a great temperature gradient, when the temperature difference over the stack remains 

constant as in this case. If the normalized temperature gradient exceeds some critical value, 

the stack will operate in the engine mode, and heat flow is along the temperature gradient and 

net acoustic power is produced. So the values of H2n, E2n will be positive or zero. As this 

work focuses on the standing-wave refrigerator, H2n, E2n and COPs are assigned zero to 

indicate a positive or zero total power flux in (a), a net acoustic power production in (b) and 

no cooling power in (c), respectively.  

The short-stack boundary layer approximation predicts that when 詣鎚津 判 ど┻なぬね , 詣鎚津 判ど┻どひねな  and  詣鎚津 判 ど┻なねばぬ  there are H2n = 0, E2n = 0 and COPs = 0, respectively. The 

corresponding normalized temperature gradients (穴劇【穴捲) are 0.8707, 1.2399 and 0.7921, 

respectively. In comparison, both our method and DeltaEC give  詣鎚津 判 ど┻なねばぬ , 詣鎚津 判ど┻なにどば  and  詣鎚津 判 ど┻なはどは  for H2n = 0, E2n = 0 and COPs = 0, respectively, and the 

corresponding normalized temperature gradients are 0.7921, 0.9666 and 0.7265, respectively. 

This means that the short-stack boundary layer approximation predicts a critical temperature 

gradient a little greater than that our method and DeltaEC give. Moreover, when the stack 

length 詣鎚津 is greater than 0.3, the discrepancies in H2n, E2n and COPs become greater between 

the short-stack boundary layer approximation and DeltaEC, and eventually even the trends 

are no longer similar. When詣鎚津 伴 ど┻ぬな , H2n from the short-stack boundary layer 

approximation is monotonically increasing with the stack length, whereas the values of H2n 

from our method and DeltaEC are monotonically decreasing. When 詣鎚津 伴 ど┻ぬばぬね, both our 
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method and DetlaEC give zero COPs, while the short-stack boundary layer approximation 

provides a non-zero COPs. Furthermore, our method and DetlaEC give a maximum COPs 

at 詣鎚津 噺 ど┻にどどの , but the short-stack boundary layer approximation predicts a maximum 

COPs at  詣鎚津 噺 ど┻なぱばに. 

Figure 2(d) describes the variation of COPs and cooling power as a function of the stack 

spacing La. All three methods reveal the nonlinear varying trends of COPs and cooling power 

with an increasing stack spacing. Our method gives almost the same La - COPs curve as 

DeltaEC and a rather similar La - cooling-power curve. However, the short-stack 

approximation gives results of a greater difference from that of DeltaEC. This confirms that 

our method can correctly predict COPs and cooling power in the examined range of stack 

spacing La. 

Figure 2(e) displays variations of COPs and cooling power with the porosity. It clearly shows 

the difference between the values of COPs and cooling power from the short-stack 

approximation and those from DeltaEC. It is also clear to see that our method has nearly the 

same output as DeltaEC. The maximal differences between the presented method and 

DeltaEC are 0.0154 in COPs and 2.785×10-7 in cooling power, respectively, while using the 

short-stack approximation the minimal absolute differences are 0.08348 in COPs and 

3.609×10-7 in cooling power, respectively. This further demonstrates that the present method 

is able to give more accurate output than the short-stack approximation method. 

Figure 2(f) depicts the variation of COPs and cooling power with the operating frequency. 

Since the short-stack approximation does not consider the effect of operating frequency, a 

comparison is only made between the present method and DeltaEC, which shows almost the 

same results of COPs and cooling power from both our model and DeltaEC. The maximum 

discrepancy is 0.07136 in COPs occurring at a low frequency of n = 0.25 and the maximum 
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discrepancy in cooling power is 2.981×10-7 at a high frequency of n = 1.25. In addition, it is 

clearly evident that, the frequency presents completely different effects on COPs and cooling 

power in that the COPs reaches its maximum at low frequencies and the cooling power has a 

maximum at high frequencies. Therefore, this figure once more confirms that the present 

method has a similar capability to DeltaEC of providing the output required.  

4.2 Acoustic field and temperature distribution in a stack 

Figure 3 gives the distributions of p1n, U1n and Tmn in the stack, calculated using the presented 

method and DeltaEC under the operation conditions listed in Table 2. It is clear to see that the 

two methods give nearly same p1n, U1n and Tmn distributions. The maximum difference 

between the values of p1n, U1n and Tmn given by the presented method and DeltaEC is less 

than 4%, which occurs to Re[U1n] at the right end of the stack.  

   

            (a) Distribution of Re[p1n] in the stack                              (b) Distribution of Im[p1n] in the stack 
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             (c) Distribution of Re[U1n] in the stack                              (d) Distribution of Im[U1n] in the stack 

 

       (e) Distribution of Tmn in the stack 

Fig.3 Distribution of p1n, U1n and  Tmn in the stack 

It can be concluded that the presented method is more accurate than the short-stack boundary 

layer approximation for the case under investigation, and it is comparable to DeltaEC in the 

ability to predict the acoustic field in the stack. It can also be seen that the parameters such as 

the stack position, the stack length, the plate spacing, the stack porosity and the operating 

frequency can affect COPs and cooling power. In the following section, we investigate their 

effects in details, by incorporating the presented iterative method into optimization process. 
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5. Optimization Results and Discussion 

As can be seen, the objective functions are highly nonlinear and they do not have analytic 

solutions. Also the evaluation of objective functions is an iterative numerical process, so it is 

unfeasible to use high-order algorithms, such as the Newton Method, to optimize the 

thermoacoustic system. As mentioned earlier in Section 1, several artificial intelligence 

algorithms were able to realize global optimization, with only the evaluation of objective 

function necessary. Among these algorithms, the genetic algorithm has been successfully 

utilized in the area of thermoacoustic optimization[5],[22],[23], which shows its attractive 

capability. 

In this work, due to the high probability to find the global maxima, the strong robustness and 

the lack of need for explicit formula for the objective function, we chose to apply the genetic 

algorithm in Matlab[34] to optimize thermoacoustic stacks. The main parameters of the genetic 

algorithm are listed in Table 3, and other parameters are set as default in Matlab. The 

optimization was carried out on a desktop PC equipped with two Intel Core i5-6500 

processors (3.20GHz and 3.19GHz) and 4GB of RAM and Window 10 OS. The operating 

conditions are the same as those in Table 2, except the design variables, including stack 

position  捲頂津, stack length 詣鎚津 , plate spacing 詣欠, porosity 稽堅 and operation frequency 降津 . 

Parallel-plate stacks are considered in this work. 

Table 3 Parameters of Genetic Algorithm 

Parameter Value 

Population size 50 
Generation 800 

Crossover Fraction 0.8 

Elite count 0.05*Population Size 

TolCon 1.0e-8 
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In the four-variable model, the stack length, centre position, porosity and spacing are 

included. In the five-variable model, the operating frequency is also included, in order to 

investigate the effect of operating frequency on the COPs and cooling power. 

5.1 Results of Single-Objective Models 

Because of the randomness of the genetic algorithm, the genetic algorithm function in Matlab 

is called 30 times continuously to find the best solution to single-objective models. Results 

were obtained of both single-objective models, namely the model maximizing cooling power 

and the model maximizing the coefficient of performance of the stack. For convenience, the 

models maximizing cooling power and COPs are referred as MMCP and MMCOP hereafter, 

respectively.  

5.1.1 Results from Model Maximizing Cooling Power (MMCP) 

After 6188s and 6802s, we obtain the output of four- and five-variable models, respectively.  

The output of four-variable model shows that the third call of the genetic algorithm for the 

four-variable model gives the highest normalized cooling power of 2.127e-06, when the stack 

length 詣鎚津  = 0.248, the stack spacing 詣欠 = 2.923, the stack position 捲頂津  =0.253, and the 

porosity Br = 0.943 (the shaded row). The corresponding COPs is 0.557. Under the same 

conditions, DeltaEC predicts a normalized cooling power of 2.416e-6 and a COPs of 0.573. 

These values are close to those obtained by Zolpakar et al [23], where the best normalized 

cooling power was predicted to be 1.6e-6, when the stack length 詣鎚津 = 0.24 and the stack 

position  捲頂津 = 0.22 under the condition of a fixed stack spacing 詣欠 = 3 and a porosity Br = 

0.75. Between our results and those from Zolpakar et al [23], the differences in the stack length 

and the stack position are about 3% and 15%, respectively. The short-stack approximation 

was used by Zolpakar et al [23], which is suspected to be the cause of the difference. The high 
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porosity obtained using our method is caused by the omission for simplification of heat 

transfer process in the solid. In practice, the porosity of stacks will be much lower. 

The result of five-variable model informs that the maximum normalized cooling power can 

be obtained is 2.233e-06, slightly higher than that obtained from four-variable single-

objective MMCP model, when the operating frequency is additionally examined in the 

single-objective optimization. The stack length, the stack spacing, the stack position, the 

porosity and the operating frequency are Lsn = 1.561, La = 2.907, xcn =1.310, Br = 0.601 and 

n = 0.156, respectively. There is also COPs = 0.594, also slightly higher than obtained from 

four-variable single-objective MMCP model. Under the same condition, DeltaEC gives a 

normalized cooling power of 2.297e-6 and a COPs of 0.606. The optimal dimensional 

frequency is 62.4Hz (0.156 × 400). This different frequency from the reference value of 400 

Hz is the result of a local optimum of the performance of the stack alone when the frequency 

is subject to vary. In comparison, the design in Ref. [18] started from a choice of a high 

frequency for the benefit of a high power density and possibly a compact acoustic resonator. 

Extending the results above, we think it is important to optimize, if possible, the operating 

frequency when the whole refrigerator is being considered. 

At first sight, the results of four-variable model and those of five-variable model are different. 

If one examines the length and the position of stacks in relation to the wavelength specific to 

individual cases, it can be seen they are indeed similar to each other. Before arriving at this 

point, we first consider the relative length and position to the wavelength defined as follows 

挑濡碇 態訂エ 噺 挑濡挑認賑肉 碇認賑肉碇 噺 詣鎚津降津,     
掴迩碇 態訂エ 噺 掴迩挑認賑肉 碇認賑肉碇 噺 捲頂津降津 

Here we use the fact that the acoustic velocity is independent of frequency, so  膏追勅捗 膏エ 噺降 降追勅捗エ 噺 降津. In the four-variable model  降津 岩 な. Thus we have  
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岾 挑濡碇 態訂エ 峇岫墜椎痛┸替岻 噺 岫詣鎚津降券岻岫墜椎痛┸替岻 噺 ど┻にねぱぬにひ,      岾 掴迩碇 態訂エ 峇岫墜椎痛┸替岻 噺 岫捲頂津降券岻岫墜椎痛┸替岻 噺 ど┻にのぬなぬば, 

岾 挑濡碇 態訂エ 峇岫墜椎痛┸泰岻 噺 岫詣鎚津降券岻岫墜椎痛┸泰岻 噺 ど┻にねぬはぱは,      岾 掴迩碇 態訂エ 峇岫墜椎痛┸泰岻 噺 岫捲頂津降券岻岫墜椎痛┸泰岻 噺 ど┻にどねねひは. 

The notation 岫欠岻岫墜椎痛┸沈岻 denotes that it is the optimal value of a parameter 欠 of the i-variable 

model. It is shown above that the optimal stack length and position relative to the specific 

wavelength of the two models are nearly same. 

To summarise, the optimal values of the stack length and the stack position, the stack spacing 

and the porosity are about 0.24, 0.21, 2.9 and 0.61, respectively, obtained using the model 

maximizing cooling power. These optimal results agree with those seen in Refs. [18], [23] 

and [26]. 

5.1.2 Results of Models Maximizing COPs (MMCOP) 

It took 37107 seconds and 50349 seconds, respectively, to obtain the outputs of four- and 

five-variables MMCOP.  

The optimal stack length, position, spacing and porosity for four variable MMCOP are 0.109, 

0.143, 3.17 and 0.950, respectively. Moreover, the optimal values for five-variable MMCOP 

are 1.083, 1.571, 2.076, 0.950 and 0.024, respectively, where the value 0.024 is the optimal 

frequency.  

Comparing the results of four- and five-variable MMCOP, one will find that the driving 

frequency affects the COPs greatly, similar to what we can observe in Section 5.1.1. The 

output of four-variable MMCOP informs that the maximum COPs is only 1.030 when the 

driving frequency is set as 400Hz. When the driving frequency is 9.8Hz (降津= 0.024), a 

greater COPs at 1.656 can be obtained. 
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The optimal values clearly show that MMCP and MMCOP give different outputs. This 

matches with our expectation that the objectives of maximum cooling power and maximum 

COPs are usually in conflict with one another. Similar conclusion can also be seen in Ref. 

[35]. 

The optimal normalized stack length (詣鎚津) obtained from MMCP is greater than that from 

MMCOP in both four- and five-variable cases. This is due to the different behaviour in the 

change of the enthalpy and work fluxes following the change of stack length[7, 13]. The work 

flux tends to increase proportionally with the stack length due to the linear relationship 

between the viscous loss and the total surface area. Whereas, the enthalpy flux contributing to 

the cooling power increases firstly quickly, and the increase becomes less until the stack 

length reaches a critical value when the cooling power diminishes[7]. As a result, the 

maximum COPs normally appears with a smaller stack length, and the maximum cooling 

power requires a slightly longer stack. 

For four-variable MMCP and MMCOP, the optimal porosity (Br) are 0.943 and 0.950, 

respectively. And the optimal Br for five-variable MMCP and MMCOP are 0.601 and 0.950, 

respectively. It seems that MMCOP gets its maximum at the maximal Br, no matter what the 

frequency is. With the four-variable MMCP, i.e. the working frequency is fixed at 400 Hz, 

the optimal porosity has a high value of 0.943. When the frequency can be lowered, the 

optimal porosity can be significantly reduced (to 0.601), which is more realistic from a 

practical point of view. The different requirement for the stack length and the stack position, 

the porosity and the spacing to achieve maximum cooling power and COPs can be more 

clearly seen using multi-objective optimization in the following section, for both a fixed 

frequency and a varied one. 
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5.2 Results of Multi-Objective Model  

The multi-objective genetic algorithm function in Matlab is called 10 times continuously. It 

took 7924s and 9513s to reach the Pareto solution set for the four- and five-variable multi-

objective models, respectively. As mentioned earlier, the two objectives, namely COPs and 

cooling power, are in conflict with one another. As a result, the multi-objective optimization 

gives Pareto optimal. The Pareto solution sets of four- and five-variable models are shown in 

Fig.4. Comparing results of multi-objective model with those of single-objective model, we 

can find that the maximum cooling powers in the Pareto solution sets is nearly the same as 

the optimal solutions obtained from the corresponding single-objective models. This indicates 

the consistence of our model in providing promising optimized results. 

   

         (a)  Four-Variable Multi-Objective Model                   (b) Five-Variable Multi-Objective Model 

Fig. 4 Pareto front of cooling power versus COPs from the multi-objective model 

As shown by Fig.4, the quadrant has been divided into two regions by the solid line 

representing the Pareto front. In theory, one can achieve a design of the thermoacoustic stack 

as long as the desirable cooling power and COPs is to the left-bottom of the Pareto front 

indicated by the solid curves. The Pareto optimal represents the maximum cooling power 

achievable for a given COPs or the best COPs at certain cooling power level. It is evident that 
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the multi-objective model can provide more design choices. As it can also be seen from the 

difference between Figs. 4a and 4b that, the operating frequency has significant effect on the 

COPs and cooling power in that both the maximum COPs and cooling power from the five-

variable model are greater than those from the four-variable model. It is also interesting to see 

from Fig. 4 that the Pareto fronts appear to have two asymptotes which may represent the 

maximal cooling power and COPs respectively, even though the exact values of the 

asymptotes are not directly confirmed from the ten solution sets. 

6. Conclusions 

This work presents an iterative algorithm for the determination of the acoustic field and heat 

flow in a stack in standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerators. The method provides the 

possibility to be integrated with an optimization algorithm to look for an optimal 

configuration of stacks in thermoacoustic refrigerators. 

By imbedding our method of solving the nonlinear thermoacoustic equations into a genetic 

algorithm, the integrated models are numerically solved using the genetic algorithm in 

Matlab. The results show that the single-objective four- and five-variable models give 

optimal parameters consistent with those in published works. With single-objective MMCP, 

the optimum stack length and position, relative to the specific wavelength, are about 0.24 and 

0.21, respectively, according to the five-variable model. The optimal stack spacing, porosity 

and frequency are about 2.9, 0.6 and 62Hz, respectively. Additionally, a lower optimal 

frequency has been predicted in this work, which considers the stack only. In comparison, 

with the five-variable single-objective MMCOP, the optimal relative stack length and the 

stack position, the stack spacing, porosity and frequency are 0.038, 0.026, 2.076, 0.950 and 

9.8Hz. The multi-objective models successfully identify the Pareto fronts which represent the 
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limit of cooling power for any given values of COPs and the maximum COPs at certain 

cooling power level. Clearly, the multi-objective models provide more design possibilities. 
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